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ABSTRACT Patterning is a crucial fabrication step for successfully applying two-dimensional materials
in electronic and optoelectronic devices. It can realize miniaturization and help explore new physical
phenomena of 2D materials. However, the manufacturing process inevitably introduces defects, which
require harsh conditions to recover. Here, we propose a sputtering-lithography-annealing (SLA) strategy
for patterning graphene nanofilm with pattern sizes ranging from microns to 100 nm scale without
lattice damage. The sputtered masking agents can introduce easily repairable defects into graphene films.
Especially, defects introduced by aluminum can be removed entirely. To confirm the validity of the SLA
strategy, we preparedmacro-assembled graphene nanofilms (nMAG)/Ge and nMAG/Si heterojunction arrays
for infrared detection. The patterned detectors present a responsivity of 0.09 A/W at 2 µm (nMAG/Ge) and
26.4 mA/W at 1550 nm (nMAG/Si) with a high array homogeneity, similar to the devices without patterning.
This strategy lays the foundation for further exploration of new superstructures of nMAGand can be extended
to other 2D materials.

INDEX TERMS Sputter, pattern, macro-assembled graphene nanofilms, nanoribbon recoverable,
photodetector.

I. INTRODUCTION
The predicament from Moore’s law and the renovation of
electronic manufacturing offers the opportunity for two-
dimensional (2D) materials with unique geometry [1], [2], [3]
and excellent properties [4], [5] to become a compelling
candidate for next-generation electronic and optoelectronic
devices. Regulating the properties of 2D materials by micro-
and nano-fabrication could endow the product with distinct
physical properties. For instance, the patterning of 2D
materials efficiently improves the transport characteristics
of carriers [6], [7], gains more active reaction sites [8],
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and produces tunable plasmons [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], enhancing the performances of infrared (IR)
radiation photodetectors, micro-spectrometers, and biosen-
sors. In addition, the further integration and miniaturization
of 2D material-based devices by patterning are of great
significance.

Various nano-fabrication schemes and instruments [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] have been used
to pattern 2D materials, including bottom-up growth [25],
photolithography [18], [26], [27], [28], [29], and laser direct
writing [30], [31]. Bottom-up processing strategies could
better control the orientation of the nano-structure and rig-
orously rely on substrates. Complex processes are inevitably
accompanied by residues from metal substrates [32] and
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transfer agents [33], [34], [35]. Laser-based methods can
pattern large-area 2D materials. However, the accuracy is
limited to micron order and enormous defects would be
introduced at the edges, leading to remarkable performance
deterioration [30], [31]. In contrast, traditional lithography
methods allow precise control of the shape, size, position,
and orientation [36], [37]. Unfortunately, this method is
unsuitable for processing 2D materials due to the inevitable
introduction of defects in the etching process. An effective
protective layer is needed to protect the 2D materials.

Since W. Grove and M. Faraday first observed the
phenomenon of sputtering deposits [38], the sputtering
technique has been exploited as a compelling film deposition
strategy. This technique was widely applied to prepare
field-effect transistors (FET) [39], biosensors [40], and
photodetectors [41], [42], [43], [44] with the miniaturization
and soaring demand of the electronic industry. Compared
with other plating strategies, the core competitiveness can
be attributed as follows: 1) insensitivity to the deposition
temperature; 2) access to deposit compounds like alloy and
semi-conductive and insulative films; 3) high deposition
efficiency (several seconds/mins) and uniformity [45], [46].
Sputtering has been a vital means of assisting basic research,
manufacturing exploitation, and product innovation. How-
ever, the incompatibility between the sputtering method and
2D materials hinders further patterning of 2D materials.
2D materials are susceptible to defects introduced by the
inevitable high-energy bombard process.

To break through the technical bottleneck and push
forward the patterning application of sputtering for 2D
materials, we propose a recoverable sputtering-lithography-
annealing (SLA) strategy to pattern graphene nanofilm
(45 nm-thick) with a minimum feature size of 100 nm on var-
ious substrates. We found that the sputtered masking agents
can introduce repairable defects into graphene nanofilms.
Besides, the influences of annealing conditions, masking
agents, and sputtering powers on defect recovery were
investigated. The uniform thickness and high surface energy
of macro-assembled graphene nanofilms (nMAG) [3], [47],
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55] allow us to prepare
recoverable nMAG nanoribbons, nMAG/Si, and nMAG/Ge
array devices. It is worth noting that the patterned nMAG
shows the same lattice structure and photo-thermionic (PTI)
emission effect as that of the device made of unpatterned
nMAG film. The patterned nMAG-based photodetectors
demonstrate high responsivities of 19.16 mA/W at 4 µm
(nMAG/Ge) and 1.57 mA/W at 4 µm (nMAG/Si), and high
homogeneity). Our SLA strategy solves the incompatibility
between 2D materials and sputtering technology and realizes
the patterning and miniaturization of bulk 2D materials.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. CHARACTERIZATION
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a confocal Raman
microscope (Senterra, BRUKER) and a Renishaw Invia
system with a 532 nm laser. The X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) was performed by PHI 5000 C ESCA
System operated at 14.0 kV. The XPS of patterned-nMAG
by using SLA (Sputter: nMAG after sputtering Al; Sputter +

RTP: nMAG after RTP) and photoresist as the protective layer
method (ICP: nMAG after ICP; ICP + RTP: nMAG after
RTP) were tested to confirm the advantage of SLA strategy.
The thickness and morphology of nMAG were investigated
by atomic force microscope (AFM, WET-SPM-9500J3). The
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization
was performed by the Hitachi H-9500 instrument operating
at 300 kV. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
were obtained on a field-emission SEM system (Hitachi
S4800) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The I-V curves
were measured by Keithley source meter 2450. The IR light
was provided by a periodic pulse laser (Light Conversion,
OPA-Series, 1 to 10 µm, 200 fs pulse width, and 100 kHz
repetition rate).

B. PATTERNING METHOD
We used conventional lithography and rapid thermal pro-
cessing (RTP) to repair defects of patterned-nMAG (45 nm
thickness). First, the nMAG was transferred directly on the
germanium substrate with the assistance of tweer and water,
forming a clean heterojunction interface with van der Waals
contact. Put the sample in a vacuum oven at 60 ◦C for 24 h
to dry out the moisture and enhance the interfacial bonding
of nMAG/Ge. For feature size of micrometer, we spin-
coated photoresist (AR-5320), then used ultraviolet (UV)
lithography to pattern; for nanometer feature size, we spin-
coated photoresist (PMMA E-Beam resists AR-P669.04 and
AR-P669.03) on the substrate to form an inverted trapezoidal
structure, then used the E-Beam lithography (19017898
VOYAGER) to pattern. The magnetron sputtering system
(DISCOVERY-635) was used to sputter 40 nm thickness
aluminum (Al) on the surface, followed by a lift-off process.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Dry Etching System (ICP,
OXFORD, Plasmapro100 Cobra 180; ICPPower: 100 W,
IFPower: 300 W; Time 3 min; gas: O2) was used to etch
the bare parts. Thenceforth, the Al cladding was removed
by immersing into the etching solution (Al and Ag can be
removed by H3PO4: HNO3: CH3COOH: H2O=73%: 3.1%:
3.3%: 20.6% solution. Silicon oxide can be removed by a
buffered oxide etch (BOE).). Finally, we treated the samples
by RTP at 500 ◦C for 1 min to repair the defect introduced
during the sputtering process (healing rate: 50 ◦C/s; cooling
rate: 50 ◦C/min; heat treatment process: 200 ◦C 5min, 10min,
20 min, 30 min, 40 min; 300 ◦C 5min, 20 min; 400 ◦C 2min,
12 min; 500 ◦C 1min, 2 min, 5 min; 1000 ◦C 1min, 10 min).

C. DEVICE FABRICATION
We fabricated nMAG/Ge devices using lightly n-doped
(1015 cm−3) germanium substrate with a thickness of
500 µm. The schematic of the device fabrication is shown in
Fig. 1. A 300 nm-thick SiO2 was grown by plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) as an insulating layer
after depositing a 2 nm-Al2O3 interfacial layer by atomic
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FIGURE 1. The schematic of nMAG/Ge device fabrication.

layer deposition (ALD). Then, we used lithography (Aligner
12016042 UV) to pattern electrode graphics and sputtered
Cr/Au (5/60 nm) on the top layer. After lift-off, the line
(1 × 10) array Ge window was patterned with a size of 50 ×

50 µm2 using UV lithography. The nMAGwas transferred to
the Ge window, where BOE was used to remove the SiO2
layer. Subsequently, two types of nMAG/Ge devices were
fabricated. One was directly transferred on the Ge window;
the other was patterned using the strategies described in the
patterning method. Finally, GaIn obtained ohmic contact at
the back side of Ge, and Au wires were bonded with the top
and back electrodes.

The nMAG/Si devices were fabricated using a lightly n-
doped (1015 cm−3) silicon substrate with a thickness of
500 µm. We used lithography (Aligner 12016042 UV) to
pattern electrode graphics and sputtered Cr/Au (5/60 nm) on
the top layer. After lift-off, the line (1 × 10) array Si window
was patterned with a size of 50 × 50 µm2 using ultraviolet
(UV) lithography. Next, the nMAG was transferred to the
Si window, where BOE was used to remove the SiO2
layer. Subsequently, two types of nMAG/Si devices were
fabricated. One was directly transferred on the Si window;
the other was patterned using the SLA strategy. Finally, GaIn
obtained ohmic contact at the back side of Si, and Au wires
were bonded with the top and back electrodes.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. PATTERNING STRATEGIES OF NMAG
Fig. 2 illustrates the recoverable patterning strategy of
45 nm-nMAG. The macro- and nano-structures of nMAG

FIGURE 2. The schematic of recoverable patterned-nMAG. This strategy
achieves recoverable patterned-nMAG (45 nm-thick) with a minimum size
of 100 nm, independent of the 2D material’s substrate. It lays the
foundation for further exploration of new superstructures of graphene
nanofilms and can be extended to other 2D materials.

FIGURE 3. AFM (a) and SEM (b) images of nMAG.

were fabricated by lithography (Aligner 12016042 UV for
micrometer size; E-Beam lithography for nanometer size).
The double-layer photoresist is necessary for this step,
forming an inverted trapezoidal structure. This strategy lays
the foundation for the lift-off process and nano-structure pat-
terning. Considering the thickness of nMAG, harsh etching
parameters are required. Therefore, 40 nm-thick aluminum
(Al) was sputtered on the surface of nMAG as a protective
layer to avoid the etching of ICP (ICPPower: 100 W; IFPower:
300 W; Time: 3 minutes; gas: O2). Then the wet etching was
used to remove the masking agent. However, the high impact
energy of the sputter particles could damage the sp2 structure
of nMAG, thereby deteriorating its lattice structure (II in
Fig. 2). Defects caused by physical bombardment are highly
recoverable. Here, the low-temperature rapid annealing (RTP
< 500 ◦C) was used to overcome the severe degradation of
nMAG by healing the defects.

The wafer-scale nMAG is compatible with the back-end-
of-line integration process. The surface tension of water
removes most of the wrinkles generated during the transfer
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FIGURE 4. The schematic of patterned-MAG by using photoresist as a
protective layer.

process. Therefore, the nMAG on silicon shows a flat surface
with a few wrinkles, as seen in Fig. 3.
The photoresist was attempted as a protective layer to

pattern nMAG (Fig. 4). Considering the thickness of nMAG,
a complex etching process is required. To pattern nMAG,
a 5 µm thick photoresist (AR-P 5320) is used as a protective
layer. The thickness was controlled by the spin-coated
conditions (3000rmp, 60s). However, after photolithography,
the ICP process results in a cross-linked photoresist structure,
as shown by the pink circles in Fig. 5a. Unfortunately, this
cross-linked photoresist cannot be removed from the nMAG
array surface (marked by green squares).

To effectively remove the residual photoresist, we reduce
the thickness of the photoresist to 1 µm (6000rmp, 60s),
which efficiently prevents the cross-linking of the photoresist.
The clean surface and sharp edges of nMAG in Fig. 5b
confirm that the photoresist is removed entirely. However,
the photoresist with low thickness cannot effectively protect
nMAG from ICP etching. After patterning, the Raman spec-
trum of nMAG shows a strongD-peak at 1350 cm−1 (Fig. 5c).
To heal defects and restore the lattice structure of patterned
nMAG, a rapid annealing process was performed but failed.
Even after a 500 ◦C treatment for 5 min, an obstinate D-peak
(Fig. 5c) is still found. Those results demonstrate that direct
photoresist cannot be used for recoverable patterning of
nMAG due to the destructive chemical etching of ICP.

Based on the above discussion, we sputtered a masking
agent as a protective layer to pattern bulk 2D materials. The
patterned-nMAGs with feature sizes ranging from microns
(50 µm) to nanometers (100 nm) (Fig. 5d and e) were
fabricated using Al as a masking agent. Every step of
the SLA patterning strategy (Fig. 2) is depicted by SEM
images in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the TEM images illustrate
the cross-section of nMAG ribbons with a designed size

FIGURE 5. Patterning strategies of nMAG. (a) SEM image of
patterned-nMAG using a thick photoresist (AR-P 5320, thickness ∼ 5 µm).
(b) SEM image of patterned-nMAG using a photoresist (AR-P 5320,
thickness ∼ 1 µm). (c) The Raman spectra of nMAG before and after RTP
treatment. (d-e) SEM images of patterned-nMAG using an Al masking
agent (feature size: 50 µm, 100 nm). (f) The Raman spectra of nMAG
before and after RTP (500 ◦C 5 min) treatment.

of 100 nm before and after patterning (Fig. 7). Besides,
the perfect lattice structure in Fig. 7e demonstrates that the
patterned nMAG ribbons maintain the same crystallinity with
intrinsic nMAG film.

In order to explore the structural evolution during the
patterning process, the Raman and XPS were performed.
The physical sputtering process will introduce defects to the
graphene lattice, evident in the apparent D-peak in the Raman
spectrum (Fig. 5f) and sp3 C peak in the C 1s spectrum of
patterned nMAG (Fig. 8b). After 500 ◦C treatment by RTP,
the lattice defects of nMAG introduced by sputtering were
rehabilitated, resulting in an undetectable D peak in Raman
(Fig. 5f) and sp3 C peak structure in XPS (Fig. 8b).
The XPS spectra of patterned-nMAGs were measured to

analyze the element evolution during the pattering process
(Fig. 8). In the sputter and sputter + RTP samples, the
negligible O peaks (wide-scan XPS curves, Fig. 8a) and
oxygen-free carbon skeletons in the C 1s XPS spectra
(Fig. 8b) demonstrate that the trace O comes from the oxygen
in the air. After RTP processing (Sputter+RTP), the sp3 peak
at 284.4 eV disappears, indicating the healing of the lattice
structure (C sp2, 284.0 eV) in nMAG.

In the ICP and ICP + RTP cases, the strong D-peak in the
Raman spectrum (Fig. 5c), the obvious O peaks (530 eV)
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FIGURE 6. The SEM images of patterned-nMAG by using SLA strategy:
(a) nMAG with photoresist after UV lithography; (b) nMAG with
photoresist after sputtering 40 nm-Al; (c) nMAG with Al after lift-off;
(d) patterned-nMAG with Al after ICP; (e) patterned-nMAG after removing
Al; (f) patterned-nMAG after RTP.

FIGURE 7. (a, d) The schematic of nMAG/Ge before and after patterning.
(b-c) TEM images of nMAG/Ge before patterning. (e-f) TEM images of
nMAG/Ge after patterning with a feature size of 100 nm.

in the XPS spectrum (Fig. 8a), and complex amorphous
carbon skeletons, including C sp3 (284.4 eV, Fig. 8b), C-O
(∼285.7 eV, Fig. 8b), C=O (∼286.5 eV, Fig. 8b), and COO
(∼288.1 eV, Fig. 8b), indicate intense oxidation damage of
the nMAG lattice during ICP process. After RTP, the intensity
of the D peak (Fig. 5c) and O peak (Fig. 8a) decreases due
to the partial removal of unstable O-containing functional
groups and restoration of lattice defects.

FIGURE 8. (a) The XPS spectra of patterned-nMAG: Sputter: nMAG after
sputtering Al by using SLA strategy; Sputter + RTP: nMAG after RTP by
using SLA strategy; ICP: nMAG after ICP by using photoresist as the
protective layer; ICP + RTP: nMAG after RTP by using photoresist as the
protective layer. (b) The C1s XPS spectra of nMAGs patterned by different
strategies.

FIGURE 9. (a-c) The Raman spectra of nMAG samples 1-3, which were
used for etching by different solutions. Randomly selected points on each
sample for Raman testing.The Raman spectra of nMAG before and after
etching solution immersion 3 minutes: (d) and (e) H3PO4: HNO3:
CH3COOH: H2O=73%: 3.1%: 3.3%: 20.6% solution 3 minutes; (f) BOE
solution.

B. DEFECTS REPAIRING OF NMAG
To uncover the mechanism of low-temperature defect repair
in our protocol, we systematically explored the factors of
defect introduction and restoration. To ensure the high quality
of the intrinsic sample nMAG, we chose three samples
of nMAG. The Raman spectra were measured in different
sections on three nMAG samples. The imperceptible D-peak
in the Raman spectra indicates a perfect lattice structure
of intrinsic nMAG (Fig. 9a-c). The unchanged D peaks
of nMAG before and after soaking in different etching
solutions (Fig. 9d-e) demonstrate that defects are introduced
by sputtering rather than the wet etching process.

To further investigate the relationship between sputtering
conditions and defect content of patterned nMAG, the effects
of masking agent type, thickness, and sputtering power on
the lattice structure were explored. The Raman spectra of
sputtered nMAG (Fig. 10a) demonstrate that Al is a better
choice of masking agent than Ag and SiO2 because of the
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FIGURE 10. Defect repairing of nMAG. (a) The Raman spectra of nMAG
sputtered by Al, Ag, SiO2 and after RTP (Al: 500 ◦C 1 min; Ag, SiO2: 500 ◦C
5 minutes). (b) The ID/IG of nMAG sputtered by Al, Ag, and SiO2 as a
function of sputtering power. (c) The ID/IG of nMAG sputtered by Al, Ag,
and SiO2 as a function of annealing time under different temperatures.
(d-e) Cross-section TEM images of Pt/nMAG after sputtering Al and RTP.

TABLE 1. The values of ID/IG (calculated from Fig.11).

total healing of defects after RTP. On the one hand, the
ID/IG value of nMAG sputtered with Al (4%) is half of that
sputtered with Ag (8%), far below that of SiO2 (10%). On the
other hand, the defects introduced by Al can be fully healed
after 500 ◦C annealing for 1 min. For nMAGs sputtered
by Ag and SiO2, defect contents are lowered to 3% and
3.5%. The similar intensity of D peaks (Fig. 10b) of nMAGs
sputtered by different powers confirms that the defect content
of sputtered nMAG is independent of power. The reason is
that magnetron sputtering power is related to the number of
atoms produced by Ar+ bombarding the target per unit of
time, irrelevant to its energy. Besides, various thicknesses
of Al were sputtered on the surface. The target material can
act as a protective layer for the nMAG once its surface is
completely covered, preventing additional defects caused by
the subsequent bombardment of target atoms. The same ID/IG
values in Raman spectra of nMAGs with different sputtering
times verify this observation (Fig. 11 and TABLE 1).

FIGURE 11. The Raman spectra of nMAG sputtered by different power
(a, e, f), different targets (a-Al, b-Ag, c- SiO2), and different thicknesses of
(times) masking agents (a, d).

FIGURE 12. The ID/IG-T curve of the relationship between defects and
annealing time after sputtering Al, Ag, SiO2.

FIGURE 13. The Raman spectral of nMAG after sputtering Al and RTP
(8 times repetitions of the experiments, RTP: 500 ◦C 1 min).

We systematically explored the repairing process of
sputtering-induced defects. As discussed above, low-
temperature RTP (< 500 ◦C), a commonly used equipment
in device manufacturing, completely repairs the defects
introduced by sputtering. The defect recovery results of
nMAG are shown in Fig. 10c and Fig. 12. The ID/IG values
(Fig. 10c) calculated by the semi-in situ Raman spectra of
nMAGs sputtered by Al demonstrate that the RTP process
could repair the defects under 500 ◦C for 1 min. For nMAG
sputtered with Ag and SiO2, defect contents are only restored
to a minimum of 2.4% after RTP treatment at 1000 ◦C for
10 minutes (Fig. 13). It is worth noting that the ID/IG values
decrease rapidly at a specific temperature before stabilizing
to a constant value. Besides, defects introduced by sputtering
Al as a masking agent can be repaired faster than Ag and
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FIGURE 14. Fabrication of nMAG-based array device. (a) The photograph
of the nMAG/Ge wafer (2 inches). (b) The schematic of the nMAG/Ge
array device. (c)The HR-TEM image of nMAG/Ge. (d) The carrier mobility
of nMAG (two methods: sputtering Al as a protective layer and
spin-coating photoresist as a protective layer).

SiO2. Different sputtering targets carry diverse energies
resulting in complex defect types [56]. The corresponding
threshold temperature is indispensable for defect repair
due to the various energy barriers of transformation and
migration. The energy of the target atoms produced by Ar+

bombarding is tightly related to the atomic number of the
target. The higher the atomic number of the target, the
higher the energy carried by the atoms produced by the Ar+

bombardment. Furthermore, the energy carried by the target
atoms Ar+ bombardment is not a constant value but has
different energy distributions. The number of high-energy
atoms produced by Ar+ bombardment of the Al target is
less than that of the Ag target. Therefore, we chose Al as
the protective layer. To further verify the recovery of the
lattice structure destroyed by sputtering Al, the cross-section
TEM images of Pt/nMAG before and after the heat treatment
were measured (Fig. 10d-e). The rapid annealing process
successfully restores the amorphous graphene lattice of
nMAG damaged by sputtering.

To further confirm the reliability of the results of the
complete repair of defects by RTP, 8 times repetitions of the
repair experiment were measured. Fig. 13a shows the Raman
spectra of nMAG after sputtering 40 nm-Al, which show
the same ID/IG: 4%. Fig. 13b presents the Raman spectra of
nMAG after RTP, in which the negligible D peaks proved
complete repair of defects. These 8 times repetitions of the
repair experiments clearly illustrate that the results are highly
reproducible.

C. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
NMAG-BASED ARRAY DEVICE
Recoverable patterning techniques offer opportunities to
develop nMAG-based array devices. The wafer-scale prepa-
ration (Fig. 14a) of nMAG and van der Waals contacts
of nMAG/Ge at an atomic level (HR-TEM cross-sectional
image, Fig. 14c) provide the platform for further develop-
ment of high-performance nMAG/Ge array photodetectors.
Based on the benefits of the bulk phase effect of nMAG,

FIGURE 15. Characterization of nMAG-based Array Devices. (a) The SEM
image of the nMAG/Ge array device. (b) The SEM image of the nMAG/Si
array device. (c-d) The I-V curve of nMAG/Si and nMAG/Ge devices under
dark and laser illumination at 1.5 µm, 2 µm and 4 µm wavelength
with 3 µW/µm2 laser power densities (200 fs pulse width, 100 kHz
repetition rate). (e) The responsivity of nMAG/Si and nMAG/Ge as a
function of wavelength. (f) Uniformity of line array devices under laser
illumination at 1550 nm wavelength with 3 µW/µm2 power density
(200 fs pulse width, 100 kHz repetition rate).

nMAG-based infrared detectors have significant prospective
applications in infrared detection (Fig. 14d). The carrier
mobilities of intrinsic, sputtering, and repairing nMAG are
1530, 1410, and 1524 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. While
in the ICP case, the carrier mobilities of nMAG treated by
ICP (photoresist as the protective layer, described in Fig. 5a
and d) and repaired nMAG are 730 and 840 cm2 V−1 s−1,
respectively. Compared with intrinsic nMAG, the carrier
mobility of nMAG shows a 52.3% reduction after ICP and
a recovery to 54.9% after thermal treatment. These results
confirm the advantages of the SLA strategy in patterning 2D
materials.

Based on the above discussion, 1 × 10 nMAG/Ge and
nMAG/Si array devices were prepared, as depicted in Fig. 15a
and b. The schematic of the array device and fabrication are
presented in Fig. 14b. The wavelength-dependent temporal
photoresponse tests of array devices have been assessed
(Fig. 15c and d). Recoverable patterning confers strong
photo-thermionic (PTI) emission effects on nMAG-based
array devices, leading to high responsivity of 0.21 A/W at
1550 nm, 0.09 A/W at 2 µm and 19.16 mA/W at 4 µm
(nMAG/Ge) (Fig. 15e). The responsivity of the nMAG/Si line
array device reaches 26.4 mA/W at 1550 nm, 11.2 mA/W
at 2 µm, and 1.57 mA/W at 4 µm. The responsivity
of the nMAG-based devices before and after patterning
(Fig. 15e) is identical at different wavelengths, demonstrating
damage-free patterning of 45 nm-nMAG. Furthermore, the
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SLA strategy suits various semiconductors. Both nMAG/Ge
and nMAG/Si array devices present high homogeneity
(Fig. 15f) between individual pixels.

IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a recoverable graphene nanofilm patterning
strategy via improved lithography and low-temperature
rapid annealing with pattern sizes ranging from micron
to 100 nm scale. The repairable process overcomes the
technical problem of incompatibility with 2D materials due
to the high-energy the sputtering atoms carry. Additionally,
masking agent type, thickness, and sputtering power are inde-
pendent of the defect content of 2D materials. We observed
that Al is the best choice for the masking agent than Ag
and SiO2, owing to the lowest defect level after thermal
annealing. The high carrier mobility of nMAG ensures
superior performance in nMAG-based array devices. The
nMAG nanoribbons (45 nm thickness, feature size 100 nm),
nMAG/Ge (responsivity of 19.16 mA/W at 4 µm), and
nMAG/Si (responsivity of 1.57 mA/W at 4µm) array devices
were prepared using SLA strategy. The patterned-nMAGs
demonstrate the same lattice structure and photo-thermionic
emission effect as the intrinsic state and high homogeneity.
Our strategy is easily adaptable to other bulk 2D material-
based devices for patterning and miniaturization.
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